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The Site

Aldenham Instrumentation

The installation is complete – apart from the fact we
have the stations across the goalmouth of the sports
ground, everything is fine! As ever, Aldenham
weren’t phased in the slightest and have arranged to
move the football pitch.
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Join Now

It makes sense to join The Clay Research Group. We
can keep you updated. You would be made
welcome at the meetings to review the data and
discuss progress. You can share in the developments
and add any areas of interest.

Better still, once every few months, meet your
colleagues socially. Most of us get together at a
 of the Stations has a protective cover,
ealing a shallow concrete plug into which has
 set a rod. The cover is removed and levels
n by sitting the staff on top of the rod. See the
ngement below.

local university or the Institution of Civil Engineers
in London to review progress.

Be part of the team. Entry costs aren’t huge. The
benefits are.

If you have the will, E-mail ael@blueyonder.co.uk
and we can add you to the list of prestigious
members.

A New Geology

Yes, we know you have seen it before, but it is
worth showing again.

Digital data, insurance related. How many claims,
where, and what were the results of investigations?
It reflects the real world.

This is an extract of the risk map within the M25. It
is used by some of our members as the engine
driving their virtual investigation and soils testing
web sites. You know the sorts of applications.
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Come along to the annua
Aston if you can. It is be
and we have a full agend

Malcolm Cooper, the Dir
RBS Insurance is the key
be telling us how insure
glimpse of the marke
perspective.

A speaker from Addresso
risk models that are deri
make reference to Malcol

Hilary Skinner will o
undertaken by The Clay
slides of the site and exp

Nigel Cassidy from Keele
He forms part of our aca
the boundaries of elect
have some colourful slid
of tomography and will t
Aldenham.

In the afternoon we wil
about the problems 
technology. It isn’t alwa
what we say!

Nigel Barham, Jill Hunt a
merits and issues surroun
in relation to service
understand the benefits, 
science alone.

As if this wasn’t enou
pleasure of a surprise gu
is always thought provoki
welcome.

An excellent day and we
Book tickets direct fr
Mallinson on 0121 204 359

Gary Strong is handling
had financial help from G
InFront Solutions and Cr
Plexus. Many thanks to e
Investigations, Monitoring and Arborists
Assessment, all in one.

~ “This is a quite remarkable development” ~

ore change but all for the better. Our research is
inting the way to an entirely new method of
vestigating claims.

stead of sinking boreholes, retrieving soils, testing
em, monitoring and then asking the arborist if the
ee is influencing the soil, The Clay Research Group
ve developed a combined and remote monitoring
ation, taking real time measurements of building and
oisture movement – at the same time.

e graph above shows how the data might appear for
typical year. The red line shows the moisture drying
oser to the tree, and the building moving as a result.
e blue lines show data from a remote station. Less
ctuation in both moisture and building movement -
d by comparing the two – the red and the blue lines –

e can prove the building is moving as a result of soil
ying.

e above graph shows how we can conclude claims
tified in the summer very quickly. Here we see the
anges on recovery – 3 months should be enough time
 gather the evidence we need.

is quicker and cheaper than existing methods. Data
n be reviewed from your desk, and the quality is far
gher than any other technique. It delivers more for
ss, and allows the user to make a profit.

By Tree

ground moisture profile
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Stabilising Expansive Clays

urty and Hari Krishna tell us (“Stabilisation of
lay Bed Using Clacium Chloride Solution”, Ground

ent. 2006.) that CaCl2  reduces the swell
stics of clay soils by reducing the Liquid

 the Plasticity Index significantly. By as much
ome cases and effectively nullifies swell.

his effect, but injection hasn’t been feasible
tic sites. CaCl2 is readily soluble in water,
 dispersion. Lime isn’t.

ell, the authors tell us a 1% concentration of
ced swell by 75%. They poured the water
round to achieve this effect, allowing it to
through. There was no particular treatment
n procedure.

on of the index properties up to 2mtrs bGL
ved using this simple technique. The best
e year to apply it is in the summer because
enters the desiccation cracks.

s below ground level, in a soil with a LL of
ore treatment, they recorded reductions in
he range of 47.5 to 35%.

ve insurer, with a large heave claim, is going
o the test? Although desiccation cracks might
absorption down to 2mtrs, uptake will be

significantly from this depth down we

ypically the top of the suction curve. Below
oing gets tough.

lling a series of small holes down to 2mtrs
would the clay soils struggle to take the
How far would the chemical spread laterally?
cal?

ks to Clive from MatLab for drawing this to
ion.

Smile

they now have microwave radar imagery
f detecting ground movement of 1mm or so
 the ENVISAT satellite circling the earth at
azing.

Scientist tells us it is used commercially “by
o detect subsidence before it happens”.
 Which of you is taking this imagery day by
icipate subsidence? More to the point, what
when you have detected it?
Identifying the Soil

 subject of electrical resistivity can tell
 of the soil beneath the ground without
le. Each has it’s own characteristic

erial Resistivity (Ωm)
1-20

moist 20-200
1-500

one 100-1,000
ne 1,000-1,000,000
rocks 50-1,000,000

100-1,000,000

l Geological Electrical Resistivities.
on 1980; Telford et al. 1976; Keller and

Frischknecht 1966)

ng up the newly laid paving, digging the
ng a sample, kneading it between your
ndering what it is before putting it into
g it to the laboratory and having it
 stick a sensor into the ground, and get

ey can even tell us whether it is drier
e.

Moving Water

ng water from one place to another in
low ground. At Aldenham. We may sell
one that is interested. Standing room

s water and the soil is trying to hold on
 The battle takes up lots of energy and
ground movement. Moving tonnes of
easy and particularly not when you are
he top of a very tall tree. Try it if you

ing the length of some of the ERT array
sing a small current through the ground.

fferential potential, and this is how we
We may also trigger the tree to self-
 who knows? The charge will influence
y contain ions in the same way that the
 this space.


